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Editorial
By: Ferdie H. Corpuz
THE WELL-ROUNDED
EXTENSIONIST
Extension varies in meaning—one is
technical and the other pertains to the
literal sense of the word. The latter
takes meaning from the root word
extend which is more or less selfexplanatory. But in the SRA setting, the
former refers to that division whose
function caters to the delivery of
agricultural technologies and services to
the sector which has need of the same,
the sugar cane planters. Such delivery is
made possible through the agricultural
extension officers, the mill district
officers (MDOs) and the agriculturists.
These are the extensionists.
Because of the nature of his job, the
MDO is necessarily based in his district
where his clients’ farms are located. But
wait, there’s another SRA man in his
company (aside from his agriculturist, if
any), and this is the Regulation Officer
(RO). Now while the MDO is
preoccupied with planters, varieties,
fertilizers, and the like, the RO’s world is
filled with traders, quedans, shipping
permits, swapping, etc. Their common
denominator is that they both stay at
the mill site.
There is a third group of SRA people
found in the plant site, albeit not based
thereat, and these are the ones who

are on travel on official business.
Together with the other two, these
SRA people are considered
extensionists nonetheless. Each of
them carries (or should carry) a
certain amount of information
which in one way or another may
(Continued on p. 8)

Bright Prospective for the
Philippine Sugar Industry
“PARA kanino ka gumigising?” is a
popular teaser of a coffee commercial.
We all wake up for a special purpose. We
get up in the morning for our family, for
work, for our friends, and of course, for
God. For most of us, waking up in the
morning starts with a prayer. And with
every cup of coffee in the morning, it’s
definitely incomplete without sugar.
Almost everybody is into sugar
consumption. Just like rice, sugar is one
basic commodity needed by domestic
consumers, industrial users, food
processors and even those who are
engaged in pharmaceutical business. A
pinch of sugar is required to complete a
formula.
That is why, having sugar as a business is
lucrative. Perhaps some of us might be
thinking that other than being a wage
earner, there is also something we can do
by putting up our own business. Be it
small or big, what matters is we have an
alternative source of income which can
help ensure us a bright future.
For one, engaging into sugar trading or
sugarcane business is something that can
assure benefits, viability, opportunities
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and economic well-being depending on
how it is being handled. Like other
businesses, if managed properly, there is
no way for it but to go up.
But what is the future of the Philippine
sugar industry? Is it bleak or bright? How
can one benefit from it if the future looks
uncertain for this industry that we have
learned to love and serve by heart?
POSITIVE FORECAST
Dr. Peter Baron, an international sugar
expert and executive director and former
chairman of the London-based
International Sugar Organization (ISO),
said that he sees a bright future for the
Philippine sugar industry, mainly because
of the increasing demand for sugar in
Asia.
Dr. Baron said Asia’s annual demand
growth for sugar is at two million metric
tons (MT), driven by increasing
consumption in the emerging market of
China, as well as in Indonesia, Japan and
Malaysia.
For Crop Year 2011-2012, the initial
estimate of the Sugar Regulatory
Administration (SRA) for raw sugar
production was at 2.24 million metric tons
(MMT). As of June 24, 2012, the country
has produced 2.23M MT.
(Continued on p. 3)
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Extension Services Division (Luzon and
Mindanao) Stages Annual Area
Conference
THE Extension Services Division (Luzon and Mindanao) held
its annual area conference on April 18-20, 2012 at the SRA
Training Hall with the goal of further enhancing the
competencies of its personnel in order to obtain a more
productive and efficient performance in the coming days.
Among the participants were: Dr. M. Dina Padilla-Fernandez,
Efren Landoy, Dr. Doreta A. delos Santos, Maximo R. Pelle,
Laverne C. Olalia, Lito M. Caranguian, Joel G. Ronario, Adel
V. Catuira, Lucio S. Santiago III, Celso T. Ersando, Salvador
B. Ocampo, Wilfredo A. Mapano, Daisy R. Depalubos, Ireneo
F. Nuñez, Evelyn B. Estanislao, Joseph Peter R. Gonzales,
Hazel Rose B. Mariano, Reno C. Arevalo, Digna R. Gonzales
and Romualdo Vijandre IV.
The event formally kicked off with a message from Mr.
Fernando H. Corpuz, Manager III of the Research,
Development and Extension Department. He stressed out
the importance of holding such seminar-workshop
considering the current situation of the local sugarcane
industry where it faces lots of challenges. Every single
change that the planters and mill districts undergo has a
significant effect to the chain.
Adm. Regina Bautista-Martin echoed the same thought when
she gave her inspiring words to the body. She said that
because of the ever-changing environment, adaptability is a
must.
“Being part of the bigger picture, regardless of the size of
your role (even if it’s just a small one), as long as you have
your contribution spells the big difference,” she stresses.
Furthermore, she encouraged everyone to be involved in the
campaign for renewable energy from biomass as well as
ethanol. She cited examples from other countries like Brazil,
Thailand, Vietnam and India, where they are setting up more
and more sugar mills and claiming more and more land for
sugarcane cultivation. They are improving themselves so
they can be at par with cogeneration to provide electricity to
the national grid. It was inevitable to compare it with our
country’s present state, particularly in Mindanao where the
supply of electricity is still unstable and unreliable.
“There is hope. We just have to get our acts together. We
have to make sure that’s why I’m knocking at the doors of
different agencies. We should have a future in improving the
sugar mills; that all the sugar mills would be at par with
energy efficiency to be able to provide all necessary
renewable energy, electricity and fuel. There’s a lot of game
changer; retooling of your mind. We have to be able to

improve on how we can make sure on how we can prepare
the foundation to your level,” states Adm. Martin.

Administrator Ma. Regina Bautista
-Martin delivering her inspiring
message before the participants.
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On the part of Board Member Pablito Sandoval, he just
pointed out one thing: “Assert your relevance!” He said that
life is a life-long learning process. We should use all
available resources to gain more knowledge for the industry
to prosper. There is a need to be vigilant in the sugarcane
industry.
Ka Lito credited in advance the re-tooling workshop that was
bound to happen, hoping that it would be used whenever
there is a conversation among the farmers. This will change
the way farmers perceive the MDO’s. If the latter would
sound very knowledgeable, it’s a positive reflection to the
agency. In effect, the farmers will look up to them with high
regards.
For the first lecture presentation, the topic was on the
Geographic Information System or GIS and its different
applications taking as an example the weather condition of
the Tarlac mill district .
Mr. Laverne Olalia zeroed in on the identification of
vulnerable sugarcane areas during extreme weather
conditions like El Niño and La Niña. It also enlightened the
body regarding the emerging technology that would serve as
a tool to assess sugarcane production.
The crop estimation workshop and protocol was the next
important activity. It was headed by Mr. Adel Catuira , Mr.
Laverne Olalia and Dr. Padilla-Fernandez. The guidelines for
the estimation were discussed by the group, specifically on
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the required data, purpose, things that should be submitted, needs and
recommended solutions. Dr. Fernandez emphasized the use of statistical
tool in getting the sample-respondents so as to be able to establish the
trend and allowable error of the estimates. Also, a crop assessment was
made to further evaluate the crop production during the different stages of
the crop cycle.
Meanwhile, Mr. Maximo Pelle highlighted the physical targets for 2012 and
2013 in a quarterly and monthly basis which
enlightened the participants.
The sugarcane block farming program was
discussed by Mr. Butch Alisla, SRA’s block
farming coordinator. He encouraged farmers
to engage in agribusiness ventures like
sugarcane block farming. It definitely
promises profits in the long haul. Ideally, 3050 ha is the best area requirement for block
farming. If farmers would consider greater
than 50 ha, then it may not be anymore
manageable and would be inefficient.
On the last day of the seminar, the
special guest speaker, Dr. Evelyn AroEsquejo (Deputy Director for Policy and
Administration, Agricultural Training
Institute) discussed the strategic plan of
the Philippine Agriculture and Fisheries
Extension (AFE) for 2011-2016. She
focused on the roles of the Extension
office plus the goals, weaknesses,
opportunities and challenges in the
AFE.
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Raw sugar domestic withdrawals were at
2,139,363 million MT. While commitment to US
market is normally at 136,000 MT a year; leaving
a substantial volume available for export to the
World Market.
According to Baron, world sugar production for
the coming season is forecasted at a surplus of
four million MT but such surplus stands to be
offset by strong Asian demand.
If the Philippines can maintain its bumper sugar
production, its proximity to Asian nations, which
are net sugar importers, can make the country a
key sugar exporter in Asia.

Sugarcane group

China may import about 3 million tons in the
2011/12 season as it beefs up its sugar reserves
to strategic levels while Indonesia may import
about 2.6 million tons in 2011/12 as domestic
output was unable to meet the country's growing
demand.
“Any excess supply from Thailand and Brazil
could be absorbed by China and Indonesia,”
Baron said.
SUGAR PRICE LEVEL IN UPWARD TREND

Bagasse/BOF group

Dr. Esquejo also discussed the value
chain process which would be used
to help determine the needed
extension activities to be done in the
different sugarcane areas. After that,
a workshop was held which was
attuned to the value chain
process. Four groups were
formed to determine the
value chain on sugarcane
and its by-products:
muscovado, bioethanol,
bagasse and BOF.

Mill gate price of raw sugar has reached to P1,
670/LKg in Negros during the end of June. With
the price level showing an upward trend from
May’s P1, 507, it goes to show that farmers are
generating enough cash flows. While wholesale
price of raw sugar is at P1, 785, refined sugar can
be bought at P2, 300/LKg wholesale price. Retail
price of sugar is at P49/kilo. This is an affirmative
sign that farmers are profiting from the good price
of sugar which is also reasonable for consumers.
SUGAR, SUGARCANE and their BYPRODUCTS
Sugar and its by-products have many uses. Like
“pilon”, “panocha” and “muscovado” are
commonly used as sweetener in food products
such as candies, sweets, cakes, pastries, bread,
soft drinks, processed foods, and other
beverages. Also available in the market today is
sugarcane juice which is marketed in small stalls
in selected malls.

Dr. Dina PadillaFernandez formally
Muscovado group
closed the three-day
workshop and
spearheaded the awarding of the certificates
of participation.– (Joseph Peter Gonzales)

On the other hand, molasses, bagasse and other
waste effluents of sugarcane by-products should
not be underestimated because no matter how
small they appear, their worth is invaluable. They
are useful and can also be good alternative
sources of income. Among these are crop
residues and filter cake for animal feeds and
compost; ashes for fertilizer; waste effluents for
bio-gas and animal feeds; bagasse for pulp
Bioethanol group

(Continued on p. 6)
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Extension Division Holds
Re-tooling Workshop
THE Sugar Regulatory
Administration through its Extension
Services Division held a seminarworkshop on “Re-tooling the SRA
Extension Personnel in Sugar
Production” on May 17-22, 2012 at
the SRA Training Hall. Participants
included Extension personnel from
both Luzon and Mindanao and
Negros-Panay-Eastern Visayas. The
main goal of the undertaking was to
further enhance the competencies of
the participants which would result
to quality and impressive work
output.
Adm. Regina Bautista-Martin gave
the opening remarks and she
lauded the activity for its noble
purpose. She stressed the
importance of refreshing the
knowledge in order to continue
being productive in the workplace.
Board Member Pablito Sandoval,
the next one to take the floor gave
a brief history and rationale of the
seminar workshop.
Tapped as the event’s main
facilitator was Dr. Teodoro
Mendoza. He is from the UP Los
Baños’ College of Agriculture. He
was chosen because of his vast
expertise on the fields of Agronomy
(Crop Physiology and Ecology),
Farming Systems, Ecological
Agriculture and Sugarcane Research
and Development.
On the first day of the seminar
workshop, Dr. Dina PadillaFernandez, Chief Agriculturist
started the ball rolling. She
reported the sugar yield trends and
comparative costs of production: the
Philippines versus selected countries.
Mr. Fernando Corpuz, Manager III,
RDE (L&M) discussed about
sugarcane milling in the Philippines:
its current status, mill capacity
utilization, performance efficiencies
and overall sugar recovery.
On Day Two, Dr. Doreta delos
Santos, Manager III, RDE (Visayas)
tackled the current sugarcane
practices (plant and ratoon cane),
varieties, fertilizer application and
yield levels.

In the afternoon, the resource
speaker came from the UP Los
Baños College of Agriculture under
its Crop Science Cluster. A member
of the Research, Extension and
Professional staff, her field of
specialization is Genetic Resources
Conservation. All eyes were set on
Dr. Fe dela Cueva when she began
her lecture on the botanical/
morphological features, growth
stages and yielding behavior of the
sugarcane plant.
Taking the rest of the remaining
hours was Dr. Mendoza as he talked
lengthily on sugarcane production
and management practices under
which were: inter-relationships of
botanical features, cultural
requirements, growth stages and
subsequent operations, land
preparation, crop establishment,
rainfall pattern locations and
fertilizer applications.
The fourth day was a full one as
two more speakers from UP Los
Baños took the floor at the start of
the session: Drs. Antonio Lalusin and
Teresita Borromeo. Both are with
the College of Agriculture under its
Crop and Science Cluster and are
members of the Research, Extension
and Professional staff. They merged
forces in discussing about sugarcane
breeding: for location adapted
varieties, longer ratooning and
parental development in support to
the commercial hybrid breeding
program.
Dr. dela Cueva hugged the spotlight
once again as she tackled
sugarcane pests. She enumerated
the leading and prevalent ones and

taught the ways on how to manage
them to minimize their yield inducing
impact.
In the early afternoon, a veteran in
his field of specialization, Dr.
Eduardo Paningbatan was assigned
the topic on yield influencing inputs/
practices. Every one was all ears
when he was talking about
sugarcane nutrition and soil fertility
restoring practices.
Mr. Marcelino Guevarra, Chief
Science Research Specialist in LAREC
and Mr. Efren Landoy, Chief
Agriculturist (Visayas) also made
their respective lectures: the former
concentrated on the weeds species
affecting sugarcane production and
its management guide while the
latter highlighted the variety and
sugarcane breeds dominant
varieties and how they get
deployed.
The last day had Ms. Lilibeth L.
Coronado, Consultant for Investment
Promotion (Antipolo), as resource
person. Her topic was on
communication and the Extension
tool box. She enlightened the body
on the role of Extension in improving
cane production and sugar
manufacturing process.
Dep. Administrator Ms. Aida F.
Ignacio made the formal closing
remarks. She pointed out the role
and support of the management in
the sugar industry. After
entertaining some queries from
select participants, she obliged for
a photo op with the group.-(Joseph
Peter Gonzales)
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Pampanga Mill District Establishes
Demo Farm

TARLAC MILL DISTRICT STARTS
BLOCK FARM PROJECT

IN support of the Department of Agriculture’s mandate to search for
more possible inputs that will increase the yield of sugarcane,
Planters Products, Inc. (PPI) recently obtained organic granular
fertilizers and technology from Thailand which is suitable for use by
local sugarcane planters.

THE Sugarcane Convergence Program (SCP)-Block Farming
Project was recently started at the Tarlac Mill District. About 120
hectares of sugarcane farms were identified in Magao and
Castillo, Concepcion, Tarlac through the assistance of the DAR
Provincial Office. The community involved is comprised mainly of
beneficiaries of the Land Transfer Program of the then Ministry
of Agrarian Reform.

The company is now in the process of fine tuning the Thailand
fertilization protocol in order to come up with a fertilization program
that is within local practice, with minimal or no added cost to the
planter yet, producing better yield. Farm demonstration trials will be
conducted to determine which protocols are suitable at specific
locations and determine the product performance in actual field
conditions.
In line with this, a one-hectare demo farm was established at the
farm of Mr. Ruben C. Dizon, Jr. located at Barangay Balucbuc,
Porac, Pampanga. It was planted last February 2012 with Phil 7544, the dominant variety at the Pampanga mill district. The onehectare demo farm was divided into 3 equal plots that carried-out
the following protocols:
1

Treatments
Local
Practice

2

Thailand
Protocol

3

Modified
Protocol*

Application
Fertilizer Application based on planter’s
practice and soil analysis = 2.64 bags urea
Basal: 3 bags Nourish
3 months: 3 bags Flourish
Before closing the field: 3 bags Brix Plus
Basal: 3 bags Flourish per hectare
3 bags Brix plus before closing

Guidelines on the establishment of demo farm were also
established through a Memorandum of Agreement under the
following terms and conditions:
1.

PPI intends to conduct farm demonstration trials of its organic
fertilizer brands in sugarcane farms. PPI will not pay for land
rental because all yields from the sugarcane will go to the
planter.

2.

PPI will seek the assistance of SRA’s Research, Development
and Extension Division to endorse the project to local planters,
monitor the progress of activities and evaluate results. The
data to be gathered will be: (1) Tiller count; (2) Stalk diameter
(every 3 months); (3) Plant height; and (4) Ton cane/hectare.

A PPI or SRA extension worker will visit, monitor and gather data at
the demo farm site at any time during the trial and witness the
harvesting period to gather data for evaluation and samples for
analysis. PPI will pay for the hauling of the harvested cane
samples for plot sampling only (to determine/extrapolate total
weight) but will not pay for the milling.
Members of the Binhi ni Abraham Producers
Cooperative getting familiarized with the Block
Farm program as they closely listen and participate in the one-day information seminar. —>

The organization is a very young cooperative. Called Binhi ni
Abraham Producers Cooperative, it is located in Bgy. Magao,
Concepcion, Tarlac. The cooperative is being led by Mr. Jemmy
Lindo who was elected Chairman.
The cooperative is also the beneficiary of the ARCCESS
Program of DARPO where they are supposed to be granted farm
machineries such as tractor and implements for sugarcane and
other crops utilization. In line with this, the farm-to-mill road
program of both DA and SRA was also designated in this area.
On May 8, 2012, a one (1)- day information seminar was staged
to familiarize the members about the Block Farm program and
appeal for their full cooperation on the project. Plans and
programs, as well as their obligations and responsibilities were
discussed. Engr. Jigs delos Reyes, ABDO for Block Farm
projects discussed the various needs in the implementation.
A representative from the Municipal Agrarian Reform Office, Mr.
Nicanor Mananes II was present.
Dr. Dina Padilla-Fernandez, Chief Agriculturist-ETSD, and
Evelyn Estanislao, Sr. Agriculturist were also present in the
occasion. The former enlightened them about the program,
emphasizing that small farmer beneficiaries will be prioritized for
the project so that their living conditions will be alleviated.
She also thanked the group and called for their full cooperation
to the program. She assured that the government will be there to
facilitate and assist them in the fulfillment of this endeavor. Dr.
Fernandez also requested their assistance on the preparation of
various documents for the farm-to-mill road project in which they
are also the beneficiaries.
The GPS Measurement and Mapping was observed and hopes
were high that it would be finished on the first week of June.
Engr. Jigs delos Reyes headed the GPS team in the area
measurement. Baseline data gathering as well as processing of
documents for FMR project from LGU to the Regional Offices
were also
started. It was
everyone’s hope
that all things
would go fine.
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Trainings on Sugarcane Production &
Muscovado Processing Conducted

A series of training on “Sugarcane Production and Muscovado Processing”
were recently conducted in Albay through the Provincial Government’s
Millenium Development Goals Office. The activities were part of the
province’s capability building for upland development under the Albay
Agricultural Recovery Program.
The first batch was staged in Balaba, Polangui, Albay on June 14-15, 2012
and was attended by 39 participants from the upland barangays of Balaba,
Cepres, and Pinagdapugan. The team of speakers was composed of SRA
representatives (Marcelino Guevarra, Rosalina Tan, Maria Teresa M.
Caballero & Salvador B. Ocampo). Other topics discussed were: packaging,
labelling, marketing & good manufacturing practices which were handled by
DTI personnel and private producers.
Meanwhile, the second batch covered Kinuartelan, Polangui, Albay on June
19, 2012 with 38 participants. Board Member Ramon Alsua of the Province
of Albay who was in attendance expressed full support of the project and
encouraged the participants to invest in muscovado processing. Apparently,
Polangui, Albay is known for
its ”kalamay“ (lump
muscovado) and is in fact
the municipality’s one-townone product (OTOP)
commodity. In the end, it
was agreed that an HYV
nursery will be established in
the municipality of Polangui
under the cooperation of
AMDGO, SRA and the
local government.
On June 26, 2012, the
third batch was
conducted at Malapay,
Pioduran, Albay. Some
50 participants from the
municipalities of
Pioduran, Ligao and
Guinobatan were
present. Hon. Mayor
Arandia of Pioduran
attended the affair and
expressed support in
strengthening the
Muscovado Industry as
one of the potential
livelihood alternatives in
the area.
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paper, particle board, fibre board and card
board; molasses for the production of ethanol
that can help in the energy problems of the
country due to oil price hikes in the world
market badly affecting the local prices.
FACING THE CHALLENGE
Certainly, there is still a bright future for the
sugarcane business. With the many
alternative uses of sugar, sugarcane and its
by-products, one can already generate a
good income out of it.
However, with the growing demands
hounding the Philippine sugarcane industry,
it should rise up to the challenge.
The industry faces a more difficult task
ahead where import tariff by 2015 will be
down to 0-5%. Aside from this, there are
other problems such as increasing farm
inputs, sugar smuggling, world prices, and
meeting the industry’s energy requirements,
just to name a few.
To face these challenges, it is important to
upgrade and consolidate sugar production
capabilities. Mills should increase not only
the sugar recovery efficiency but should also
improve the quality of sugar to make it at par
with and acceptable in the world market.
Facilities at the loading ports, particularly the
depth of the docking areas and the capacity
of the sugar loading equipment, should be
upgraded to accommodate vessels which will
carry Philippine sugar to the world market. It
is also important to note the need to improve
farm-to-mill roads and to provide sugar
producers an access to cheaper fertilizer.
SRA and the Private Sector
Through the leadership of SRA and in
partnership with the private sector, both can
help in placing the industry in a position
where it can surpass the numerous
challenges that beset it by way of
implementing appropriate policies and
regulation in place.
For those who may wish to engage in sugar
trading, or be part of the sugarcane industry,
it’s never too late to be “in.” And with SRA by
the side, who can go wrong, trusting that
everything will be done accordingly and in
such a way that everybody would benefit
from it.
But, are we really up to the challenge? The
following days are a major test. We will
see… (Mafi Ramos)
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ni MANG TOM BAYAN

AKALA ko, pagkatapos ng Semana Santa, tataas na ang
presyo ng asukal pero lalo pang bumaba at mabagal pa ang
bilihan. Bakit kaya mas mahal sa Negros ang asukal kaysa
Batangas? Mas malapit naman ang Batangas sa Metro
Manila na dinadalhan ng asukal?
********

NAGKAROON ng special meeting ang mga MDDC ng
Luzon-Mindanao Mill Districts noong May 23, 2012 sa
SRA Q.C.
Pinag-usapan ang mga pangunahing pangangailangan sa
pagpapaunlad ng sugar industry bilang paghahanda sa
taong 2015 na 5% na lang ang tariff.
Tinalakay ni Ferdie Corpuz ang mga ipapatupad na
development program ng RDE. Block farm ang priority na
dapat bigyan ng kaukulang support at assistance ng MDDC
to improve productivity.
Biniro ko si Ferdie: “The best incentive for planters to
produce more is the price of sugar. Can we forecast the
price of sugar at 3,000/Lkg for C.Y. 2012-2013? The
published forecast will motivate the planters to adopt
improved practices we have been advocating. Joke only!”
********
NAGKASUNDO ang Don Pedro MDDFI na gumawa ng
demo farms ang lahat ng Trustees sa kani-kanilang distrito.
Ang demonstration ay improved technologies from Land
Preparation, Planting HYVs, Cultural Practices, Pest
Control, Application of Organic Fertilizer, Use of Cane
Ripener and Proper Harvesting.
Mas maganda na sa mga EWA Seminar ay makita ng mga
sugarcane farmers ang resulta sa actual adoption ng
technologies. Sabi ng mga planters: “To see is to believe!”
Gumawa ng demo proposal ang inyong lingkod para sa
detailed activities na gagawin sa demonstration farm.
********
HINILING ng DPMDDFI kay Sput Monasterio,
Executive Director ng Sugar Master Plan Foundation, Inc.
para sa financial assistance in preparation of soil fertility
map, establishment of mini weather station and purchase of
farm implements to save on labor costs.

ANG mga sugar planters, hindi mapataas ang halaga ng
asukal kahit lumalaki ang cost of production. Mabuti pa
ang Meralco magtataas na naman ng halaga ng serbisyo!
Kasi lumaki daw ang cost of energy na binili nila.
********
DUMALO ako sa dalawang araw na Basic Cooperative
Course noong June 6-7, 2012 kasama ang BOD at Officers
ng mga Coop sa Lipa City.
Sabi ng Resource speaker: “Coop is not the best way, but
the only way to attain progress!”
Sa open forum ay sinabi ko: “Upang maging matatag at
maunlad ang kooperatiba, huwag tayong tatanggap ng
kasapi na ang pangalan ay PIO.”
Tanong ng resource speaker, bakit hindi siya dapat
tanggapin? Sabi ko: “Kasi ‘Personal Interest Only’ ang
hangad niya sa kooperatiba!”
********
MAY nagtanong sa akin: Bakit walang langgam sa bodega
ng asukal? Hindi ko nasagot, kaya nag-text ako kay Mar
Guevarra sa LAREC. Ang sagot niya: Ang sugar ay may
hygroscopic property o nag-a-absorb ng moisture. Kung
maraming asukal sa warehouse, malakas ang hygroscopic
force. Ramdam ng langgam na parang hinihigop ang tubig
sa kanyang katawan, kaya hindi lalapit sa tambak ng
asukal.
Wala kayang hygroscopic force ang asukal sa mga sugar
trader? Kasi hindi lumalapit sa Cooperatives ang sugar
trader para mag-bid kapag mababa ang presyo.
Baka asukal sa ibang bansa ang ipinagbibili ng mga sugar
trader!
Paano natin mahihimok ang mga sugarcane farmer to
produce more, kung ang presyo ay break-even lamang sa
cost of production?

Iyon kasing fertility map ng Batangas na ginawa ng
MDDFI, SRA at Philsurin ay 10 taon na kaya kailangan
nang i-update. Ang weather station naman ay kailangan
dahil sa climate change. Mahalaga ito to adjust different
farming operations. Kailangan din ang mga labor saving
devices kasi kinukulang na sa farm workers ang Batangas.

Stake holders should produce ethanol.

Sinabi ni G. Monasterio na pag-uusapan sa Hulyo 2012 ang
unang dalawang kahilingan pero ang pagbili ng mga farm
implements ay wala pa sa programa ng SMPFI dahil
nangangailangan ng malaking puhunan.

Kung ako ay isang Senator o Congressman, gagawa ako ng

Ang mahuhuling smuggled sugar, gawing ethanol.
Bigyan ng puhunan ang Sugarcane Planters Cooperatives
para magtayo ng Ethanol Mill. Ibawas sa pork barrel ang
pondo. Lahat naman ay makikinabang.

(Sundan sa pahina 8)
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Ethanol Mill. Marami ang magkaka-trabaho, dadami ang
boboto sa akin sa mga susunod na halalan. Dagdag pa ito sa
pag-unlad ng Pilipinas!
********
MAGANDA ang sinabi ni dating SRA Administrator
Rafael Coscolluela:
“Pahalagahan natin ang maliliit na magtatanim ng tubo.
Tulungan nating lumaki ang kanilang production. Gawin
nating farmers ang sugar planters. Mas maganda ang tubo
kapag laging may bakas nila ang taniman.”
Sipag at tiyaga lamang para gumanda ang tubuhan.
********
TUMAAS ng 48/kilo ang refined sugar sa palengke.
Hihingan ng paliwanag ang SRA kung bakit tumaas ang
naturang presyo.
Hindi naman nakikialam ang SRA sa presyo ng asukal.
Ang domestic sugar o “B” ay nabili na ng sugar trader sa
mga planters’ cooperative. Trader na ang nagdadagdag ng
presyo para lumaki ang net income nila.
Kapag nabili na ang asukal, hindi na kasali ang planters
kung tumaas man ang presyo. Mas malaki pa ang income
ng trader kaysa planter.
Kasi ang planter ay nawawalan agad ng 35% ng gross
production dahil napupunta sa mill na bayad sa pailo. Sa
65% na planters’ share, babawasan pa ng SRA liens, social
amelioration fund, SMDF, decumentary stamp, association
dues, Philsurin, etc. kaya limitado ang income ng planters
sa production nila.
Sana maunawaan ito ng mga consumer na malaki rin ang
puhunan at kinakaltas sa bawat Lkg ng asukal na inani ng
sugarcane farmers.
********
DAPAT, may provision clause ang Sugar Order tungkol sa
allocation ng sugar. Halimbawa: Kapag hindi ma-i-export
ang “D” o bumagsak ang presyo, puwede itong i-convert sa
“B” kaysa mabulok lamang sa sugar warehouse.
O kaya, i-refine ito para pakinabangan ang 20% ng farmers
production. Kung puwede po sana.
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advance the cause of the agency, in whatever front
that may be. For, in the eyes of the general public,
any or all of these are SRA people, no matter what
office they may particularly come from, no
distinction whatsoever. Therefore, they are all
considered extensionists in their own rights.
That is why, having that in mind as a perception, an
engineer from the RD&E Technical Services unit who
happens to be in the mill site or district at a certain
time, may be asked about prevailing sugar prices, or
an Extension agriculturist asked about the mill’s
extraction performance, etc. This highlights the need
for the SRA extensionist to be very well-informed on
some important issues which the office has a hand
on, or concerned in some ways.
Jack-of-all-trades, master of none-- but little
knowledge is dangerous. This does not mean
however that one has got to be apt to the smallest
detail. There are some information bits which every
extensionist must at least have knowledge of: things
like sugar prices, Sugar Order No., cogeneration,
block farms, ethanol, premixes..., these are the
things which the ordinary planter or industry
constituent, in the presence of an SRA employee,
would in all likelihood, ask.
********
Industrial Tidbits. Just recently, the Energy
Regulatory Commission (ERC) has, at long last come
up with the Feed-In Tariff (FiT) rates for power
generated by various renewable energy sources. This
is an off-shoot of the enactment of the Renewable
Energy Law (R.A. 9513) in 2008. Electricity
generation from hydro, wind, ocean current, solar,
geothermal, and biomass are considered renewable
energies. The FiT simply means the price of
generated electricity per kilowatt-hour. For biomass
(to which the electricity generated by the sugar mills
using bagasse as fuel belongs), the FiT is Php6.63/
kwhr. This is a welcome development for sugar and
ethanol mills which are or planning to be on
cogeneration, that is, the sale of electricity to the
commercial grid, which is a diversification strategy of
the mills to widen their revenue base.

